Mortgage Processing

Close the loop on mortgage transformation by tackling the manual processes beneath the surface. Enable underwriters to focus on assessing risk and making decisions to grow the mortgage book without growing costs.

Solution

Business Drivers

- Empower underwriters to make robust decisions
  Eliminate back-and-forth, prepopulate lending systems so that underwriters focus on assessing risk instead of data entry.

- Grow mortgage lending without scaling costs
  Issue new loans with reduced manual review costs. Scale the business without scaling the operations overhead costs.

- Deliver for your customers faster
  Provide applicants with decisions at pace, beating off competition and closing more business without taking on more risk.

Build

Total Configurability

- Split Up Packets
- Classify Files
- Extract Fields
- Validate Accuracy

Paystubs   Bank Statements   Tax Forms

Customer Success

470 different document types

>100 page packets split up

1.5m pages per month